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The object of thla thesis is to make a preliminary investigation of a
type vave analyser. The prwpossd vara analyser would employ a variable
apaad magnetic tape to effect a multiplication in frequency. The reeultant
aaalyaia would be aade with a constant-percentage raaolution.
A baaic analyzer theory baa bean formulated. Specific theoretical re*
aulta include t (1) determination of two multiplier speed-time relationships
,
a ninlimai saslysia-tlma eolution, and an equai-analyeia-eeinple solution,
(2) determination of the required length of sample tape which ia found to
be a function of the desired percentage roecaution, and (3) evaluation of
the response of a simple selective network to a frequency excitation which
varies very nearly linearly with time while within the pass-band. Dynamic
amplitude and frequency distortion will occur as a result of the variable
frequency excitation. Zt is shown that these analyser errors can be pre-
dicted by use of a single parameter.
An experimental investigation of the analyser principles was attempted
using magnetic tape wound around a disc. The speed of the disc was con-
trolled by a Wsrd^Laonard system. Other experiments were aade with the
speed of the disc slowing down due to its own damping. Experimental results
were limited by: (1) variation in the distance between the reproduce head
and the magnetic tape due to the eccentricity of the disc, and (2) inability
to control accurately the speed of the diec.
Within the pass-band the deviation from a linear sweep for both multi-
plier functions is less than l/Q. It is concluded that linear-frequency-
swsep theory is applicable to the proposed analyser. Furthermore, it Is
concluded that equal sample analysis is a desirable feature in order to
avoid a possible time-distribution ambiguity in measuremente. However, the
required multiplication function unfavorably affects total analysis tins
requirements and analyser complexity.
Thesis Supervisor: Stoomaa ?. Jones, Jr.
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The objective of this t}*eis is the investigation of * new type of
clectronift wave analyzer. The proposed analyser would employ a variable-
speed magnetic medium to effect a multiplication in frequency. This
Multiplication In frequency would be employed In a nan&ar analagcus to
the addition of frequencies in the conventional wave analyzer. As in
such analyzers components of various frequencies are measured by sweep-
ing a derived in,amu'nsiiH across a fixed selective network * She advantage
of frequency ssiltiplication over frequeue? addition is that the resultant
analysis nay be nade with a constant-percentage resolution rather than
with a percentage resolution which varies between wide limits.
The device is Intended to assist in the processing and analysis
of data available in the form of magnetically recorded signals. The
data will have been recorded at sons constant speed. An automatic
analysis will be effected by continuously varying the reproduce speed
of the magnetic medium. Minimum analysis time is desired. Hence, the
reproduce speed would be varied at the highest rate consistent with the
limitations imposed by; (1) the response of the fixed selective network
so an input of varying frequency, and (2) the specification of certain
e
This analyzer was proposed to the authors by Doctor J. V. Borton, Chief
Research Consultant, U.S. Hovy underwater Sound Laboratory, Port
Trumbull, Hev London, Connecticut.
3y resolution is meant the ability to distinguish between two closely
adjacent frequency components. Percentage resolution Is defined as
resolution (measured la cycles per second} any rnssort as a percentage
of mid-band frequency of the selective network.

desired analyser characteristics which will be proposed In Chapter II -A.
Automatic operation coupled vith minimum analysis tine would do much to
alleviate the laborious and tlax?-consuming analysis which is nov necessary
using conaercially available wave analyzers.
Ideally, the analyzer should be able to consider and process signals
lying within the frequency spectrum from 1 cycle to 100 kilocycles. Prac-
tically, certain characteristics of present-day recording techniques will
limit the analysis spectrum-hand. It is anticipated that at least two
frequency-bands will be required to complete the analysis.
Vith the ever-increasing desire to investigate phenomena froa a
spectrum analysis consideration there is a decided need for equipment
which would facilitate such measurements. In addition , there is a real
need in the field of underwater sound for a constant percentage resolution
analyzer which would incorporate automatic operation and rapidity of
measurement. It is believed that similar needs exist in other fields.
In a sense the proposed analyzer will be composed of components
which have been investigated at some length and which are in common use
today. These components will be arranged, and will be caused to function
in a manner to accomplish a specific desired result: spectrum analysis.
This thesis will emphasize the inter-relationship between these components
in order to accomplish this purpose, and will investigate the limitations
which various coxsoonents put on the problem and the system as a whole.
It is not our intention to build a prototype wave analyzer. The thesis
will attempt to answer as far as possible the question of the feasibility
of the proposed analyzer.
The Basic Analyzer
The proposed analyzer could be divided into four functional sub-
..,,
»*
division*! (l) a frequency multiplier
, (2) * fixed selective network,
(3) en indicator, and (4) a control end p^tginniitiig taction. A pecu-
lated arrangement is ui'mssnted in Figure 1.1.
Una signal to be analysed is recordee at seme constant speed on
either Magnetic tape or on the outer edge of a magnetic disc . this closed
loop of predetermined length is constrained by the frequency multiplier
to follow en appropriate speed-time relationship, l(t) .* Such a nulti-
plleation might be achieved by: (l) continuously varying the speed of a
magnetic disc, (2) wrapping magnetic tape around the periphery of a non-
magnetic disc which proceeds at a variable spaed, and (3) transporting
a constant spaed magnetic medium ever a reproduce head array which rotate*
in accordance with S(t).
yellowing the multiplier a reproduce system converts the recorded
signals to an electrical excitation which swamps serosa a fixed selective
network. Selectivity is provided by a single, high - Q, band-pass filter
through appropriate averaging circuits^ and finally are presented in the
form of a permanent visual record. If simultaneous analysis of the est
spectrum Is desired, one graphic-recorder channel per frequency-band is
required.
Bote that the speed-time relationship, *(t), is a fundamental link
between three main analyser sections . An appropriate tie-in mist exist
between the multiplier and the indicator, there is a possibility that the
averaging circuits might also be a function of H(t). It appears that the
control and progressing section will require use of
bined with suitable electronic control circuits.
*























path followed by analyzed signal
— — the multiplier speed time relationship, N(t)
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Wave Anelyiare In General
A tbccrongh survey of available technical literature indicates that the
propoaad wave analyser would have several unique characteristics
. The
beeic noveltyexists la the frequency multiplier. The variable apaad mag-
netic sodium affacta a constant-percentage reeolution analysis.
Berenak* presents a cenqprehensive study of the many different types
apparatus utilised to analyze a complex noise into a spectral distribution.
Jaatram and HeConah*5 have discussed the design requirements for a wave
analyser capable of measuring noise spectra in the video-frequency ranee,
their paper includes a discussion on the response of a resonant system to
a non-periodic function. Another paper which concentrates on the design
features of a spectrum analyzer was published recently by Soanea 19 He
discusses the Increased number of problems associated with low frequency
analysis where the tine of one cycle bssowSi comparable with the total
time available for the analysis.
Actually the plan tc design a wave analyser employing a frequency
multiplying device with a fixed selective system la not a new one. In
199A- Sacia*8 proposed a non-automatic analyser vhieh was very accurate,
recorded on a strip at film, joined into an endless band, and then picked
off with the aid of a photo-cell. Following the photo-cell was an aenli-
fier containing a tuned electrical circuit. The speed of the film was
varied so that the different partial tones of the sound wave were re-
corded singly, and an analysis was obtained. Similarly Barber and Ursell1'*
have designed a wave analyser used for examining spectra of ocean waves
.
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The record la the form of a variable-ore* black trace on a white lianVgnnaat
la wrapped around the periphery of a wheel. At wheel la made to revolve,
and an electrical output ie obtained from an optical device which views
the record through a narrov silt close to the wheel. This output, a con-
tinual repetition of the recorded trace, is made to drive a sharply reson-
ant vibration galvanometer. The successive rsaoraiwm are recorded by a
pen on moving paper. It is noted that its analysis tine is shout five
minutes per octave* this is considered excessive for our wave analyser.
apparently the technique of designing a workable automatic wave
analyser has Just recently been established. As recently as 19*9
suggested a slow naahaniraT drive combined with continuous recording of
analyzer energy output in order to expedite the spectrum analysis. His
paper includes a detailed study on the optima performance of such an
analyzer,
ways Analysers ftploylag Magnetic Media
Magnetic recording processes are rapidly being applied in the in-
strueentation field. Uses Include pulse systems , and carrier systems.
Furthermore , conventional magnetic recorders employing high«freeuency
bias are being used for recording a baad-vidth within the range of 100
cycles to 100 kilocycles,**
Certain research and industrial applications of magnetic tape have
seen previously restricted by limitations of the medlua itself.** Be-
cently tape manufacturers have made enormous progress in the quality of
their products which are designed for research applications.** Sbesc
have been stimulated largely by the exacting demands of the
Hy automatic we mean that the analyser is self acting, and that a con*
1, permanent record of its output is made available.
<.&£aiit ataaS JbJmi
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of the commuter field for improved
-^cr* 4 " tape memory device*.
Why mas magnetic recording and reproduction techniques in ware
saalysersf the answer to this question ia contained within two cnarecter-
istio edvaatagss of magnetic media. First, there are those general
functions characteristic of magnetic recordings (l) recording and storage
of signals for reproduction at will, and (8) improved signal-to~noise ratio.
An excessive length of analysis tine is required using conventional
methods. It would be desirable tc accelerate the rate of seaming. Ibis
can be accomplished by use of magnetic media. Its second characteristic
advantage is contained la the following discussion. A msgwstlr pattern
is impressed la a medium traveling at a given velocity. If it is then
pessed over a pickup device at the same velocity, a characteristic wave
length will be observed which is equal tc the wave length originally
recorded on the tape. Kext, if the medium velocity is doubled or«t the
recording velocity, the reproduce head asms two wave lengths in the
earns length of time it originally saw only one. As a result, the fre-
quency obtained during play-back is twice that which was originally re-
corded. This characteristic can be osgreeeod In a general form as
i-4 a I
S n the instantaneous reproduce speed.
S
?
« the original recording speed.
t n the recorded frequency
a
f.« &» frequency observed at the reproduce heed
when the magnetic medium is traveling at speed S.
V * the Instantaneous reproduce speed or reproduce
frequency ratio

This multiplication feature allows the original frequency spectrum to
be converted to an equivalent spectrum In a higher frequency range. A
wider band-width analysing filter results with its subsequent lower
build-up tins.* The effective band-width of the analyser filter, when
referred to the original frequency spectrum , is the actual filter band-
width divided by the reproduce speed ratio, H.
For any fixed reproduce speed, S, the rate of scanning Is increased,
and total analysis time is decreased. This cones from the requirement
that for linear sweep excitation the ratio of sweeping is directly pro-
portional to the square of the bandwidth. X9
There are several automatic wave analyzers which employ a magnetic
Medium to effect a multiplication of frequency spectra. Two such com-
mercial analyzers are Bell Telephone laboratories * 8ound Spectrograph,*****
and Kay Electric Company* Vibralyzer.*9 These devices only make limited
use of this important Multiplication feature. In each case the medium
reproduce speed is maintained at some constant value, which is usually
only 3 to 5 times the record speed. Instead of making N a function of
time, a*; is the case for the proposed analyzer, the analysis is obtained
by use of a heterodyne process. No known analyzer achieves frequency
selectivity by use of a continuously varying reproduce speed. In this
respect the proposed analyzer is unique.
The Sound Spectrograph, also known cosnercially as the Sana-Graph,
is a wave analyzer which produces a permanent visual record showing the
distribution of energy in both frequency and time. Audio sounds up
to 3000 cps can be studied. A typical recorded sample length is from
2 to 3 seconds duration. The signal to be analyzed is recorded on a
loop of magnetic tape which is mounted on a rotating disc. Analysis
li Bi
.
results are marked on electrically sensitive paper. This record is mounted
on a cylindri sal drum, which la oechejxt^'aliy coupled tc the tape loop.
The vibralyaer furnish** a frequency analysis of low-frequency
sounds in the range from 5 to Utoo ess . the signal to he analysed Is
recorded on the outer edge of a magnetic disc . This closed-loc. signal is
scanned with each revolution of a recording drum. Th* output is graphically
pre*anted on a sheet of fansimile-type paper for a permanent vtsufil record.
Information is presented regarding time, frequency, and amplitude of the
recorded signal.
Variable Freeuenoy Sxcltatlon of Selective tetworks
Preliminary investigation indicates that ve will be concerned with
the response of linear selective networks tc driving functions in vhlch
the frequencies vary other than linearly with time. There is very little
information available on such driving functions. The response of a LCR
circuit to a logarithmic frequency-sweep driving function has been Investi-
gated by Panfleld. 1T This theoretical development resulted from a lengthy,
graphical evaluation of a convolution integral equation. Unfortunately,
this study only provides information for a specific case out of the yet*
unexplored family of response curves vhlch exist for a logarithmic -
frequency-sweep excitation.
On the other hand, there is a great deal of information available
on the response of selective networks to linear-frequenc;'-sweep excitation.
A review of the technical literature will be provided below. Briefly
these studies can be summarised as follows • The response of a selective
network will be nearly identical to its steady-state response provided
the sweep rate is very low. As the rate of sweeping is Increased, circuit
transients make the response appreciably different from that obtained

10
with alow Mp mtM. Quart will exist a dynamic, amplitude^lepreesicn
A
distortion. A frequency-^splacement distortion will aleo be associated
with the —artwiw response. At the same tiwe the effective band-width la
Increased orar lta nominal value. Ihis deoreaeea tha affectIra value of
Q. Furthermore, a ringing phenomena following tha reaonnnt raaponaa pee*
can result. Tbla can ba characterised an tha bent-tone between the danped
onalllatlon of the aalectlva circuit and tha eweep frequency eigne!
.
Tha presence of tbaee aeeondary mania* can completely inank the detection
of weak eonponanta In tha vicinity of a strong component .
Many nuthora have atudied the reaponae of renonant ayatena to ex-
citation of a frequency varying linearly with tine. Clavier11 Bought the
amtaemetleal condition for which the dynamic reaponae ia nearly the earn*
aa the static reaponae. Hie solution indicates the need for very alow
exploration speeds. Lewis14 investigated the cane of a nechanlcal aht f%
of linearly varying speed of rotation. Hia graphical solution involves
fresnel Integrals of complex argument which are not known !• ba tabulated
to any extant even today, tick10 atudied the response of a narrow-band
resonant ayaten. Basilton's9 solution to the problem involves the fourier
—lysis of the input and output spectra. Barber and Uracil* have vr9~
aented a solution for tha response of an oscillatory eyatem to a tone
whose frequency alowly increases or decreases. It la shown that the
form of the response is very complicated, but that the variation of am-
plitude near resonance depends upon a single parameter Involving the
constants of tha apparatus. Marique1* investigated a sawtooth varying
frequency excitation. Ha shows that the response is composed of two
terms: one arising during each sweep, the other resulting fresi the ^»
eeeding sweep. Sonne*19 s20 completes the general problem by discussing
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he provides an excellent review ofnnny different authors' approaches to
the general probleei of linear sweep excitation. In 193>, Meyer14 pr
Tided an earlier correlation of similar studies. Bkstein and Schlffmen*
recently Investigated the reapones of a linear network to an input with
linearly variable frequency as obtained in sweep frev. *ency testing.
Scope of the Thesis
Viae and economic considerations necessitate rather narrow limita-
tions in the scope of the thesis. Obviously ve cannot hope tc design
tad construct a complete wave analyzer. Furthermore , there is consider-
able material available in the literature on magnetic reproduce systems
,
selective networks , averaging circuits, indicators, servomecbanisms, and
control circuits. This information will be readily available to the
future designer. Hence, the thesis will concentrate on the unique features)
of the analyser: the frequency multiplier and Its associated speed-time
relationship, these features raise certain quest I one which are not
specifically answered in the literature:
(1) what multiplier speed-time relationships are available which
result In tolerable limits of distortion, minimum analysis time, and
desired analyser characteristics?
(2) What is the proper relationship between desired percentage
resolution and ralirtww analysis time per frequency band?
(3) What limitations do saagnetis recording characteristics iaipose
upon the overall analyser?
('.} How many analysis frequency-beads should be used?
(5) what length of sample is accessary for proper analysis?
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This chapter Introduces a basic theory applicable to the propoeed
analyzer. The analysis la guided by specific queatlona raised In Chapter
I.
Two fundamental requirements for any automatic wave analyser are:
(l) to provide the greatest poselhle resolution of frequency components,
and (2) to complete the analysis in the minimum possible tins. Bote that
these are two conflicting alas. The smaller the pass -band of the selective
network, the greater the resolution. 3*19 -However, accurate output measure-
eats are obtainable only if each component remains within this rnnal ler
pass-band for a longer period of time. Furthermore, it is possible (as
is the case for this particular analyzer) that certain additional require-
ments, other than the characteristics of the selective network, will In-
fluence the determination of S(t).
The Basic Selective System
The basic frequency selective system consists of a frequency multi-
plier, and a fixed selective network. Assume that the system input can
be represented by a series of n discrete sinuseidal components, each of
frequency f . the output of the multiplier is then a series of fre-
quency modulated components, ^s-Ct). ^he multiplier function can be ex-
pressed in terms of the instantaneous magnetic -tape reproduce speed, S(t) ;
and the fixed recording speed, S.
.
Mt) - S^l (D
r
*
'Where subscript n takes on values 0, 1, 2, ...
'
j.a
A fundamental multiplier relationship exista;
It it appropriate to ersartne the physical operations involved la this
A series of discrete conayaveats > f » have been recorded on mes-
nw
netic tape at a constant recording speed, 8 . These are shown In Figure 2.1.
It X* logical to ass-use that the Multiplier speed-time ralationahlp will
ha la the torn of a continuous, decaying function. Figure 2.2 la a sketch
of such an aasueed l(t). Each recorded consonant, f , Is multiplied by
Btt) . Benoi, the output of the multiplier is a family of decaying con-
i, t-uJi*)* similar to those represented in Figure 2.3. These con*
sweep across the narrow-band selective network which ideally rejects
all components lying outside the shaded area of Figure 2.3
Sue phenomena of frequency sweep must be considered from two differ-
«t sctef of rim. Mm, ftr «v MHA UP* f«quwey (e.g. f^). If
derived component sweeps across the pass-band In a decaying fashion. For
*"**• fbl- fu
t - tn, f^ * fL
where f and f. are the upper and lower cut-off* fraqusar lag for the selee-
tire network. On the other hand, derived components of lower•frequency
recorded signals (e.g. f -) are swept across the selective network before
those derived components which are associated with higher-frequency re*
corded signals, (e.g. f^).
She response of selective networks to linear-freojuency-eweep excita-
tion has been thoroughly Investigated, (See discussion in Chapter I)
.
Examination of our basic system fails to indicate that S(t) will necessarily
-tmm
14
figure. 2.1 - 2.3



























be a linear relationship. Neverthelees, this wot analy*er typically con-
tains a narrow pass-band In order to obtain maarlanw frequency raaolutlon.
As a result, V(t) might properly be approximated as a linear sveep vlthla
this narrow frequency-band. Available lijiear-frequency-sveep research
could then be applied as on aid in properly evaluating W(t).
The Multinlier Oneed Tl— Relationship
In Appendix 3 three theoretical multiplier speed-time relationships
are derived by a qualitative approach.
First, the ct1nlMMn-analysls-tine solution is determined. It can be
in mil in the fona
5<t) - Bf-** (lib)
where S » the value of S at t equals 0.
Cat)8
C • y-f
Af * the width of the resonant response curve at the
cut-off frequencies
f the upper cut-off frequency of the selective network.
K « a pure numeric (cycles)
For this solution each derived component, fL , remains within the pass-bend
the mininam tine for acceptable analysis. This condition is based on the
requirement that the output of the selective system remains within certain
tolerable limits of amplitude and frequency distortion.




analyzed component remains under scrutiny for the entire length of
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analysis sample aa 6he aaereiee raportsd for all other frequanclee. Thin
practical feature la -vary advantaaeoue since a possible ambiguity in
meats la avoided. Ap§snrt1w C develop© these undesirable measurement errors
which occur In conventional wave analysers.




Equation 15a has limited theoretical ass. lbs solution only serves to
correlate the previous non-linear relationships and the conventional
frequenoy-eveep exaltation.
A fiwdawtntal sad useful characteristic exists for both the minimum-
analysis-tlms solution and the equal ssniAs-enalysls solution. The
deviation from linearity vlthln the pas*-band of the selective network la
1 *
lees than » vhere
ff - th. ***** tr~vm*y of th. «l*,ti».MA
For all practical purposes the sweep rate la linear einee the propoaed
analyser will contain a high-Q selective network.
Ham a.3MM th, f-u, «f a-^ariag •»*«-*, fta(t), ««,-
in? across the fixed pees -band. The m1n1simt-aaalysi»-tine solution exhibits
equal sweep rates at f for all values of ^(t) Hence, if one rate la
critical, all ratee are equally critical. On the other hand, the equal
-
eanple-enalysis aolutlon can have only one critical map rate at ft thia
occurs for the derived cenpenent ^(t) associated with the lowest recorded
I f^. All other sweep rates within the pass-band will
tiafy the characteristic time requirements of the selective network.
*——'
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See Equations Xk and S3 In Appendix B,














The Response of the Fixed Selective network to a Varying Frequency Bxcltatie*
Two basic multiplier relationships are presented In Equations lib and
21b. Both expressions are non-linear functions. Yet, within the pass-band
of the selective netvork the excitation function
e(t) - E cos © • B cos (g|) » E cos (2s ^(t)]
follows very nearly a linear sweep rate.
The three multiplier relationships can be expanded in a Maclaurin*s
Series in angular displacement, $, of the font
§ e^ axt «jt* a^t3 ...
The first tliree terms for two basic multiplier relationships are identically
equal to the linear speed-tine expansion resulting from Equation 15a. Within
toe pass-band the t3 and all subsequent terns are considered negligible.
In Appendix B the excitation of a simple LCR circuit is investigated.
The response to a nearly linear sweep excitation function is evaluated by
the real convolution integral
r(t) .
J
e(-0 h(t -r) dr (25)
r(t) • the response of the system.
e(t) « the excitation function of the system.
h(t) the unit impulse response of the linear system.
This integral is broken down analytically using the method of Barber ami
Ureal!.* The derivation is included in the thesis since: (l) the solu-
tion provides a better understanding of the basic parameters involved,
(2) the derivation conveys a physical picture of the response and (3) this
approach provides a logical starting point for future studies concerned
with the effects of ignoring the t3 and any subsequent terms in the ex-














eysten, wtich la a variabl*-apeed optical analyter employing a
vibration gelvaaomatar. Therefore, It la aot eurprielmg that the event i ml
solution* contained la Iguetlona 34 and 36 are of tha aana font as the
results obtained by Barber and Ureell. These author* have plotted envelopes
of thla traaeient r**onenoe.*>* Their results, with appropriate changes la
notation, are preaeated la Figure 2.4. Similar reaulta would he obtained
by use of any 11near, second-order system, tfelversal maaamaas curvea are
aada available which can be applied to a vary good approximation. These
are useful since aaay complex aelectiTe network* can be approximated by
a linear second-order ayatam. For example, Sennas19 deacrlbea a parallel-?
network which la exactly equivalent to a series X£B circuit.
Carre a of Figure 2.4 la tha characteristic eteady-rtate reaponae
vlth the peak arbitrarily set at aero decibela. For curves b through g
the amplitude* of tfee peas Input algaal would be underestimated by the
indicated power error. A simple relationship exists between this dynamic
i
depreeeic- error and the parameter K. Also note that the peak trans-
miaaloa alvaya occurs after the instant when the excitation frequency
equal f. . Thla frequency displacement distortion la also related to the
parameter K. Study of Figure 2.4 indicates that the effective band*
width, (af )e> la greater than the nominal band-width, £f . Furthermore,
esnwrlsij pee** are observed which could mask the detection of weak
Vote that Figure 2.4 doe* not take into account two important aspects
of the general problem which should be considered for the proposed analyser,
See Figure 3.3
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The first occurs when Initial conditions ere not aero. Marique** and
Scenes19 '* sacb discuss the additional traaalant tarn which exists in
the response. The laoond aspect is the determination of the effect of
starting the sweep in or near the pase~tena. flosnoc1* presents a solu-
tion to this problem by an extension of the work of Barber and Uracil.
Instead of building up to the nawlmue response in a smooth fashion as
Indicated In Figure 2A, "oscillations** occur near the beginning of the
la conclusion, six different distortions can exist:
(1) amplitude depression, (2) frequency displncsnsnt, (3) decreased
selectivity, Q, (a) secondary psak masting (ringing), (5) initial -condi-
tions transients sod (6) unsvsn leading edges resulting from starting
the sweep in or near the pass-band.
>tic Recording Charactaristlcs
Modem tape is sufficiently constant in sensitivity to allow enpli-
tude recording to a few percent.04 Zt has bean shown that there exist
workable analysers which cicploy a magnetic medium. Hence, agnatic
properties and performance characteristics of recording tapes do not in
themselves determine the feasibility of the proposed analyser. Yet, at
least three of these characteristics must be recognised as major factors
in the overall design.
First, there Is a distinct advantage In continuous operation at a
reproduce speed which is always greater than the constant record speed.
Use of multiplication rather than division results in increased output
magnitude* and Increased signal-to-nolsc ratios. However, in order to
keep the number of selective networks and graphic recorder channels to
a minimum it may be accessary to partially speed-up sad partially slow-
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down (as coopered to the fixed recorded speed) the reproduce tape for a
vide frequency~baad analysis. Secondly, a definite limitation occurs
because of Imperfect magnetic contact between the reproducing head and
the recording medium. A rigid requirement for this analyzer It that It
provides constant contact of the playback head against the magnetic tape.
R. L. Wallace, Jr. of the Bell Laboratories411 has nade experimental and
theoretical determinations of the spacing losses involved when the re-
produce head losee contact with the magnetic surface. He reports that
Spacing loss (db) - 55 <d/X)
where d « spacing introduced between reproducing
hind and magnetic medium
X • recorded wavelength » 3=—
an
db • decibels that reproduced votage level
is decreased
It Is to be expected that the magnetic contact between the reproduce head
and the medium is less than perfect. Modulation noise Introduces a spacing
loss for devices exhibiting only apparent Intimate contact. For example,
Imperfect magnetic contact can result from chattering of the tape on the
reproduce head, or from changes In the degree of contact due to clumps
on the tape surface.^ Amplitude modulation of the reproduced signal
results. Specifically, let us consider the case when a non-oagnetlc
disc with tape wrapped around the circumference is used as the multiplier.
Any eccentricity In the motion of the disc will Introduce the amplitude
modulation described above. Furthermore, this eccentricity will result
in excessive wear In the heads, which increases the area in contact with
the tape and decreases the signal-to-noise ratio.
Lastly, a characteristic high frequency loss due to the length of
the playback head gap will probably determine the upper frequency Unit
Ii
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for the proposed analyzer. When the reproduce wetve length (X - ~—) ap-
m
the effective playback gap length, p, a decreaaad elgaal uutfeja
will occur. Lexmert*7 predicts that this loes can be xpioesed aa
slqfi
Voltage level loaa • 20 log *
Hence, there exists a certain wtntwua vara length the reproduce head vlll
Sawple Length Consideration*
Appendix D comaiats of an investigation on Maple length requlrenents
The results can ha summarised aa
2K f





L • recorded sample length
Six key questions regarding the pavpoeod analyser were raised at the
end of Chapter I. A basic theory has been formulated in Chapter II-A, sec





Figure 1,1 showed the functional operations atccittry to bs performed
on en unknown recorded input in order to extract the desired spectral density
of that Input. Figure g.5 shews in block diagram font the arrangement of
components which wee used to accomplish the aforementioned functions. The
following disouselon of these copponents refers to those actually used. A
acre thorough discussion of major components to accomplish the desired func-
tione is given in Appendix B.
Outline of Operation of Block Diagram
The unknown sample to he analyzed is taken as the starting point for
the block diagram. This tape is wrapped on the periphery of circular disc
9.00 inches in diameter. A reproduce head is mounted so that the magnetic
tape on the disc revolves past the face of the reproduce head. The move-
of the tape past the gap of the reproduce head causes a voltage to he
in the windings of the head in accordance with the signal on the
tape as modified by the linear speed of transition of the tape past the
gap. Bsmamse the voltage output of the reproduce head is rather low
(0.004 volts maximum for the heads used,, provided that the tape is in
contact with the face of the head) a voltage amplifier is used to raise
the level of this out-put. The output of the amplifier may be composed
of many different frequencies depending on the character of the recorded
input. The selective system picks out one frequency component so that
this component can be measured. The selective system for this arrange
mast is a high Q parallel resonant tuned circuit employing positive feed-
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a cathode follower i•elation stage to a ccuventional linear detector, lae
detector determine* the mqplitudc of the single frequency output of the
tuned circuit aa a function of tint, and tnis amplitude, varying at a ouch
slower rate than the undetected output of the resonant circuit, ia capable
of being recorded permanently on a low-frequency, paper recorder.
9m speed of the diac carrying the magnetic tape is controlled by a
Ward-Leonard type of speed control, (However, this control system was
run open loop using the typical speed characteristics of an armature con-
trolled, direct current Motor rather than dosed loop with tachometer
feedback as originally planned) The controlling signal to the Ward-Leonard
system Is developed in ft function generator. Only an exponential variation
vaa investigated and this voltage was developed in a simple HC exponential
decay circuit. The DC output of the function generator is amplified by the
voltage amplifier end the power amplifier controls the field current of a
DC generator whose armature output is connected in series with the amature
of a DC motor. The field of this motor is supplied from an external con-
stant source, Thus the combined system provides an armature controlled
DC notor with which the speed of the diss might be controlled. The con-
trolling voltage and the speed of the motor, indicated by the output voltage
of a tachometer, are both monitored by paper recorders. The input to the
frequency selective tuned circuit is monitored by a cathode ray oscilloscope,
Zt was determined that the driving sxrangemsnt for this system resulted
in an uneven variation of frequency as the played-beck frequency of a
recorded component was swept across the tuned circuit. In order to achieve
a smooth variation of excitation frequency for the tuned circuit, the disc









itself. The butt Joint transient of the recorded sample vas used as a
marker In order to indicate the variation In speed of the free naming
disc. This transient vao recorded along vith the response of the tuned
circuit on a twin paper recorder. The revolutions of the disc as indi-
cated by the butt joint Markers vere calibrated In tine by using one
second Barkers vhich vere Iwposed on a third trace of the paper recorder.
A block diagram of this arrangement is given In Figure 2.6.

FIGUHB 2.5
Block Diagram Driven Syaton
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A basic analyser theory bu been formulated in Chapter n-A, and In
Lets B, C, and D. The following results of this investigation axe
of specific interest
i
(1) Two aultiplier speed-tine relationships were determined and are
presented in Figures 3*1 and 3.2. For the ainisnsn-enalyeis-tii&s solution
each analysed nonponent renalm within the pass-band of the selective
network the ainlnun tine for acceptable analysis. For the equal -sample-
analysis solution each analysed ccaponent remains under scrutiny for the
entire length of sample.
(2) The tern acceptable analysis is based on having the output of
the selective network remain within tolerable limits of amplitude and
frequency distortion which are Imposed by the characteristics of the
selective network. Figures 3-3, 3.**, and 3.5 predict this distortion as
a function of a parameter JU This constant relates the characteristics
of the excitation frequency with those of the selective network. Note
that theee results are applicable only for the range of K indicated in
each figure.
(3) The recorded sample of tape selectee for analysis must have a
certain minimus length
ao
t m length of sample measured in seconds,
f • the upper cut-off frequency of the selective network.
Af - the baad^ridth of the selective network.
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f*o factor* hare combined to sake the experimental results largely
qualitative rather than quantitative, these are
(l) Variation of the amplitude of the reproduced
signal with angular position of the disc due
to the eccentricity of the disc.
(ft) Inability to control the speed of the disc
within narrow limits
Figure 3.6 shows in a qualitative manner the analysis of a com-
posite recorded sample, the recorded frequencies and the analysed frequen-
cies are given below. It is important to note that the recorded sample










































The disc for the above analysis was permitted to alow down freely. fee
variation of the linear speed of toe tape is given in figure 3.8.
Figure 3.7 gives a neeaure of the reeolutlon of the analyser for a Q of
the toned circuit of 625, end a roses* at frequency of 5020. The speed-tine
relationship is similar to that given in Figure 3.8 and results in a para-
meter of K equal to 2.46 at 400 cycles per second and a value of K equal
to 1*47 at 700 cycles per second.
The shape of the output pulse for one recorded frequency, 300 cycles
per second is given in Figure 3.9 for different values of the parameter K*
IPC.
to p n va W(.u'. a. :..:: > -••. -v.- >.• vi, 2 l- . ^
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FiGuaa 3.7
iixpunded Indication cf Tvvo recorded Comronsnts
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Discussion of Theoretical Results
A basic analyzer theory has been formulated in Chapter II-A, and in
Appendices B, C, and D. In general, tha Theory provides a baals for ansYer-
lag tha Questions raised at the end of Chapter I.
i^ i PJfr. t*.T mTPi iifti i^7r?ffyTTP*
Two basic relationships hare been determined: the minimal-analysis-
tine solution and the equal-cample analysis solution. The equations were
derived by a qualitative approach. Fundamentally these are based on the
fact that the excitation frequency sweep is very nearly linear while within
the pass-band of the high-Q selective network . The deviation from linearity
is less than l/Q.
A basic criterion for any automatic analyser is to complete the analysis
in the minimum possible time compatible with the desired analyser character-
istics. This basic need prompted an investigation into the response of a
simple selective network to a nearly linear sweep excitation function.
Figures 3*3 to 3*5 correlate the results of Appendix B with other theoretical
studies currently published in the literature. Rote that these curves are
only good for the range of K indicated. For this analyzer a certain minimum
value of K is considered essential in order that secondary masking does not
predominate. Barber* concentrates on wider ranges In X and presents correction
values for the various distortions up to K's less than 1/25. Our plots are
presented in order to provide a basis for establishing tolerable limits of
distortion. It is rtciommsndsrt that X be equal to or greater than 1.0. This
should result in peak, power errors less than 1.0 db for most selective
0*
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networks vhiVi would toe used in an analyser of this type.
Significantly, one of the investigators17 investigated the reeponas of
the network indicated In Figure B.3 to a logarithmic frequency excitation.
(AH other references are concerned with X 1near-frequency-swoop excitation*}
Penfield's circuit only had a Q of 5> for which there exists a maximum de-
viation fron linearity of 30,4. Heverthelsss, band-width and frequency lac
distortions are exactly predictable by the equations indicated in Figures
3 .* and 3»$ while the peak power error is only 0.2 db from its predicted
value. (See Figure 3.3)
Which multiplier relationship should be used in the designed analyser?
Equal sample analysis is a very desirable characteristic. This would avoid
the possible time-distribution ambiguity in measurements discussed in
Append 1v c. Equal sample analysis is considered to be an essential character-
istic for the proposed analyser. Currently available wave analysers do met
achieve it and this would be a big selling-point In favor of this constant-
percentage resolution device. Yet, it should be noted from Figures 3.1 and
3.2 that equal sample analysis sometimes requires excessive analysis time
as compared with the minimum-analysis-time solution. Another solution would
be to increase the number of frequency bands analyzed. However, increased
numbers of filters and recorder channels tends to over-complicate what is
basically a very simple device. It is anticipated that the wave analyser
could quite possibly consist of a multiplier speed-time relationship made
up in part by segments based on both equal-sample-analysis and ninimun-
analysls-time requirements.
Technically the equal-sample-analysis solution does mot provide
constant percentage resolution since X does not stay constant. Figure
3.5 indicate* that effective band-width becomes smaller, and percentage
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constant-percentage resolution results t For a high-Q network the differ-
:e in resolution for a fres/jeney bead is
f|a Influence of «(t)
The speed-time relationship directly affects the averaging and indi-
cating devices. This is clearly indicated in Figure 1.1.
Consider the indicator. The graphic recorder Must know what
is being analysed at any instant. It ia desirable that; (l) the
tape hare equal interval* of frequency divisions, and (2) this tape be a
pre-prlnted affair. For the minimum-analysis-tine solution the recorder
payer can move at a constant speed* An amplitude versus log f plot re-
sults. However, for the desired equal -sample-analysis solution the paper
will not run at a constant speed, but instead vill follov its own speed-
time relationship*
This complication extends to the averaging device. For example in
equal sample analysis the 600 cps component remains within the averaging
device three times as long as the 200 cps component. She necessary design
requirements for the averaging device must be investigated, as must the
basic philosophy underlying the averaging circuits for this analyser.
Discussion of Sxgeriiaont&l Results
The tape for the one n« reported for different frequency components
has not been analysed as yet by independent meant. It is obvious that
there is more on the tape than was supposedly recorded. An oscilloscope
was set up to monitor the output of the selective circuit before de-
tection in order to Insure that these extra signals were actually being
Imposed on the selective system. Thin presentation corroborated the
paper recording. The presence of these signals can be explained by in-
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•this analysis was prepared by simultaneous recording of the outputs of
several audio oscillators sad only the outputs were measured, not the
components as actually recorded on the tape. She important thing for
this sample Is not that extra signals are on the tape but the closeness,
with which the several frequencies as recorded were actually analysed.
During the progress of this thesis it was decided that an amplitude
comparison could not be node for the various analyzed frequencies due
to (l) the pulse variation due to the eccentricity of the shaft whereby
the null of the pulse might sod or subtract to the mnxlsnsi response of a
constant amplitude signal, and (2) Insertion loss due to the air gap.
nevertheless it Is interesting to note the rough correlation between the
relative magnitudes of the recording oscillators and those frequency
components which did show up on the tape.
A Q of 625 would give a bandwidth of about 0.3 cycles at 400 cycles.
Clearly the resolution which was obtained is not this good. It is an
important fact that the Q of the circuit based only on the half power
points is a poor indication of the response of the system. Another im-
portant feature of a resonant circuit is the nature of the resonant curve
outside the bandpass. These skirts could easily lead to the poorer
resolution as obtained with this analyser.
Actually such a high value of Q would not be necessary for wave
analysis since a resolution of 1$ is normally acceptable. The Q in
this case was set high because it was desired to have a K parameter
value of shout 1. With the free running case it was necessary to set
the Q up. Due to the difficulty In reading the General Sadie frequency
meter dial at the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit, it is eeti~
that this Q- could be in error approaching 100£. However, this
:'.





value of Q would not explain the poorer resolution of the enalyser as would
be expected by a resonant system epecifled only by its Q. Fran the ex-
pended indication of Figure 3*7 which waa obtained on the faet speed of
the recorder, it can be seen that another frequency consonant separated by
two cycles would be resolved, This would correspond to a resolution of
0.3$. The absence of the frequency component at 686 cycles
1 only be explained by the fact that the conponent was not
actually recorded end not that it was obscured by the frequency at 696
cycles.
The higher frequencies which were supposedly recorded on the tape
would not show up to any large extent. This fact is due to the rapid
chance of disc speed at the analysis of these higher frequencies (or low
disc speed) This fact is not immediately obvious frost the speed tine
relationship of Figure 3.3 but could be seen by the rapid variation of
the butt joint Markers in this range. Consequently the amplitude of the
reproduced signal would be attenuated due to (l) a parameter value of K
less than 1*00, (2) an increase in the insertion loss at higher recorded
reproduce head. Without belaboring these results any more, It is felt
that an accurate analysis using this device could be aade from the view
point of frequency alone and under certain conditions the amplitude of
various frequency conponents could be measured within tolerable limits.
fist experimental investigation of the analysis brought out several
real and important drawbacks in the equipment which would be necessary
for this analysis. The first Is that it is necessary to maintain con*
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tact between the reproduce head and tfaa tape and at the very least, any
air sap should rssntn constant for the entire length of sample vhleb la
bains analysed. Any air gap la accompanied vlth a eonaldarable equalise.-
tion problem If It la daalrad to analyse any •©derate range of frequencies.
The aeeond easentlal disadvantage of the analyzer la tha necessity to
achieve accurate apaad control of the disc or tape. Vlth these inherent
drawbacks In mind a reesecssment of the entire vave analysis problem wan
aade In order to determine If some concrete conclusions might be made. 2h
particular the features of this analyser were compared to a conventional
heterodyne type analyser for the desirable characteristics of an analyser*



















Minima analysis time Would require
with automatic operation multiplication of
frequency of samples











Can be made inherent
Prom these results It Is $ten that the variable speed magnetic tape
analyser Inherently embodies many of the desired characteristics. However
,
not all these characteristics are desired at the same time and the results
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Jfor sons application*. Nevertheless, the feature of using magnetic tape
and multiplying risqnswilee la Itself askes many of these other character-
istics easily obtainable. A corresponding characteristic for the hetero-
dyne would require a anion acre elaborate device than is used now. Con-
sequently, it is concluded that any acre elaborate equipment could just
as veil he put Into makinrthe variable speed aagnetic tape work properly.
In truth the eqtiipeeut for the variable magnetic speed analyser need not
be acre elaborate than that which was used in this investigation} it need
only be acre accurate or function nor* accurately.
A suaaary of conclusions Is given belovt
(1) Frequency aeeeurememts with good accuracy and with good
resolution are possible provided that the frequency con-
ponente of the ssaple to be analysed are of the sane
order of aagnitude.
(2) Heasiirsaant of the amplitude* of various frequency com-
ponents accurately can be asde provided the problems of
air gap variation ttvi tape speed variation can be solved
by acre precise experimentation or by different equipment.
(3) Squal asapla tine analysis would require a detailed in-
vestigation of possible averaging devices and indicators
to display the information.
(*) The butt joint is not a factor in the analyser provided
that there is a sufficient length of sample.
(1) Further study should be asde of what types of recorded
samples this type of device can neesure. Analysis was
asde on the basis of sinusoidal inputs*







r(2) Investigate the possibility of using a loop of tape
which would be transported, across a reproduce heed
rather than affixing the tape to a drum or disc.
(3) Further investigation of the possibility of letting
the drum or driving mechanism slov devn due to its
own or artificially introduced deeping. This would
Involve determining an adequate mesne of presenting
of the derived information.
(4) Investigation be made of a device which would per-
mit averaging the response of the selective system
when equal ssmpls time analysis was being used. An
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the spacing introduced Litwooa
medium) inches.
c<t) the excitation function of the selective network.
f the recorded component being analysed at tine tj cps
f recorded frequenc} component*) cpe.
f. reproduced frequency component*, i.e. the multiplier output > cpo
f. the aid-bead frequency of the selective network) cpe
f. the lower cut-off frequency of the selective network) cpe
f the value of f for t equals sere) cpe
f the upper cut-off frequency of the selective network) ops
h(t) the unit iapulse response of the selective network.
X equals Yf* < ) cycles,
"on/dt
f.
L length of recorded sample) seconds or cyJLos
I( ) the multiplier speed time relationship,
n takes on values 0,1,2,...
Q equals gr
r(t) the response of the selective network.
S(t) the instantaneous multiplier speed) inches per second.
S
o
the multiplier speed at t equals aero* inches per second,
S
r
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Af the band-eldth of the eelectire network) cpe. (equal* fy - f^
At the increnairt of tine any oowpoeant f. suet renaln vithln the
peee-bend) eeconda.
the effective playback gap length for the reproduce head} Inches.
1 the logarithmic decrement.
& the angular dleplaceaent for t equals zero* redlana.
X recorded vayelength) Inches
a angalar displacement) redlana
the build-up tlae for an Ideal bend-peas aelectlve network) second*.
cd angular frequency) redlana per second,
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basic system ttM been described In Chapter II-A. (See Figure
2.1-2.3) It baa been assumed that the eystea input can be repreeented
aa a aarlaa of n dlaorata sinuao.tdal ecsqaoneata, each of
f •. Tha output of fee multiplier la than a aarlaa of
ulated cisajicasaU, f^Ct). Tha multiplier function can ba
la terms of tha instsartantmai reprodaae speed, S(t), and tha fixed re-
'V
Kt) - !&i (i)
multiplier ralatlonahlp aaclata:
fb*(t)# " 'an*^ * *an^ * (2)
This ralatlonahlp allova ue to describe tha excitation function of tha
fixed selective network ae follows
a(t) * I coa e - £ coa (||)t - E coa (Zaf^CtJH (3)
E » oonatant magnitude
# * iM(pi1f>r displacement
Tha Initial atap in tha logical develogmwnt of S(t) la tha deter-
be fixed only by tha characteristics of the selective network. Each
derived component, f^, la to ranmln within tha pass-band for tha mini-
Ban tine for acceptable analysis. This condition la baaed on the re-
auireiaswt that tha output of tha aalactlva system remain vlthln
*
Where aubaerlpt n takes on values 0, 1, 2, ...








certain tolerable limit* of amplitude sad frequency distortion.
Absolute mlnlmm analysis time would result If i (1) ~rp equals a
constant within the pass-band for all values of ^(t), and (2) this
stent sweep rate Is critical for the selective network consistent with
tolerable amplitude end frequency distortion. 19
In the treatment which follows, M(t) Is evaluated by a qualitative
approach initially. Finally, the nature end magnitude of the errors in-
volved will be determined.
Tor en ideal, bend-pass selective network, the build-up time, 7*
,
is related to the width of the resonant > aapaaaa curve at the cut-off
requancies, Af , as follows9
r
- £ . W
i*t m ».«* *h* m «-, at, m «*»«* f^ mm ««i» nt*.
the pass-band is proportional to the build-up time.
At-Kt. fe (5)
K « a pure nuseric (cycles)
this certainly will provide a specified minimum distortion, providing
X is made large enough to satisfy the critical excitation sweep rate.
Whether this relationship will provide the absolute -cOrilrtUft-Bavilysis -
tlme solution depends upon the sweep linearity within the peas-band.
Divide both sides of Equation 5 by AT and invert.
»*. &-HF • <«
The fustsmeintHi multiplier relationship has been
*„W - *J<*> - *m^ • <2)
.'3 I





















• fQ8o « constaBt (8)
where
f m the recorded component, f 9 being analyzed
at tia» t (wben tyjit) - f
u
>.
6 • the Talue of S(t) at time t.
f. m the lower cut-off frequency of the selective
network.
f • the upper cut-off frequency of the selective
network.
f the value of f at t (hence , f • ***)•
8 m the value of 8 at t » 0.
o
Hsli ir n , Equation 7 can be iiM|iraaani1 as follows
J5| fu dS
~5T " F dt "
Let us assume that
We can then equate Equations 6 and 9, end integrate
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(4f)* 3 c I




















Furthcroore, use of Equation 8 allows this relationship to be expressed
Kf
i » ' in x- "T in y- (12)
(Af)* o o
Equations Ub and 12 nave been non-dimensionalized and plotted in
Figure 3.1.
We can nov determine the error Involved in the approximation of
df.






¥ - - <*bn(t) (13)
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It can be seen that the maximum error involved in the original assumption
occurs when *w(t) t^. From Equation (13)
*Wrt • •*








The —«h—— deviation from linearity can be expressed aa
(E^r)^ - - 7fa tSai. . Ll^fi . (ik)
Since this system will employ a high-Q selective network, the approxima-
tion of Equation 10 ie a valid one.
Two character!ctics of the sweep rate for the minimus-analysis -
tirac solution should be noted. First, when *V_(t) equals f , the maxi-
df.
an u
w\aa value of —r—- occurs. Furthermore, this nay1 nasi value is constant,dt
mmtmtm <* the value of f^. lhe«fore, If the .wwp r»f of the
derived components is leas than a certain critical value when ^(t)
equals f
, tolerable amplitude and frequency distortion will exist
df
throughout the analysis. Secondly,
-*eP» is approximately equal to
-
~r vithln the j ass-band of the selective network. These two quanti-
ties are exactly equal at the proper cut-off frequency, and have maximum
deviation at the lower cut-off frequency. The maximum deviation from
linear frequency sweep is slightly less than ~
,
" fu" fl ^
f - Mid band frequency of selective network
A Unaar Multiplier
To assist in the selection cf N(t), a linear speed-time relationship
will be investigated
. Let us continue the intuitive analysis of
Chapter H-A. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 represent the general physical re-
lationships involved. These can be replaced by Figures 3.1 and 3,2
which describe a specific linear multiplier. Rote that for this case
M iBMHi !










A LIN1AR ggD-TIME REIiPl ONJHI P , N(t)
.
FIGURE B.2
UKUM FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER OUTPUT









(t) 1. •!*«• lla«r. Bomr, It. .lop. 1. dot of carta* >M»ltute,
but if a function of the value of tlje recorded oeln^ Wslyitft,
&L dfIs the critical sweep rate, all other values of -je—
will oversatisfy the characteristic time requirements of the selective
network.
We are interested in determining the function N(t) vhich will satisfy
the following requirements
:
(1) It oust be a linear speed-tine relationship.
(2) I sr*} BUSt •qu-1 the critical sweep rate of the selectivem
network.
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.Also, from Equation (3)
,
1 « J r r i
a *— —J
(15c)
A non-d1nanaln—1 Uert plot of Equation 15 is presented in Figure 3.1.
j» Equal-Sample-Analysig Solution
The second step In the formulation of an appropriate multiplier
function Is to consider those desirable features which might be Incorporated
In this new analyzer. Previously we have only concerned ourselves with
the limitations of the selective network in order to obtain martmm re-
solution within minimum analysis time. In addition it is desirable that
•ash analysed component rums In under scrutiny for the entire length of
sample, die requirement would result in the energy reported at each
:y being associated with the sane analysis sample as the energies
for all other frequencies. Currently available types of wave
analysers do not accomplish this feat. The possible ambiguity in measure-
ments which can result is discussed in Appendix C
.
Equal sample analysis can be described as
S At SAt s constant. (l6)
where
At a* the time component f. must remain
within the pass -band.
In the minimum-analysis-time solution, At is constant} however, S is
continually decreasing. The analysis of the lowest frequency component
traverses the entire length of sample. On the other hand, higher fre-
quency analysis cover progressively smaller portions of the original
sample. Ibis can lead to an ambiguity in measurements as discussed in
Appendix C . A similar appraisal of the linear multiplier relationship
NMLlt • i
to «f,





indicate* that it also pi-—eats unequal sssnile length analyse*.
It Is possible to evaluate N(t) in the qualitative fashion which
has seen followed previously. Equations 5> 8, and 16 can be combined
to yield
I .-'it ^ —. -
At • —sr— • jr* At »?»:-" (17)r* a o • 27 r
Divide both sides of the equation by Af and invert.
^ (Af)«fo (Af)%
At • —%r~ - ~«r



















A non-dinanaionaltred plot of Equation 21 is presented in Figure
3.1.
It is now possible to enowtrtno the error resulting free the approxi'













on can be substituted la Equation 7 M follows
<$».. faa (cS) cf»»(t)
Bala
Let us erwnlne the region of interest: f. ^ f. < fl on ^ u
^JJ la u
But, tHi. mpUm - f fr« Bq«ti<a IB.
J bn u
s
As in the miniaEua-analorais-tiiae solution, the maximum deviation froo
linearity occurs at the lover cut-off frequency of the selective net-
work. Fran Equation 22
*L 2l1+ct
She sari nisi deviation from linearity Is expressed as
^ «*anf^_«f dt J - f - f
-
-* on 1 u 1(«»*>»« « ^t =-sa-i . -H_± (23)
hml u
"dTiK^u
Hence, within the pass -hand the maximal deviation from linearity
is the sans for both the ininiauo-aaalysis-tiiae solution and the equal
-
saaple -analysis solution. Its marlraw naanitude is less than =- . For
all practical purposes, the sweep rate is linear since the analyzer
EG
^urf* ^r

















.system will consist of a high-4 •elective network.
Figure 2.3 prostata a general picture of ths family of decaying
components, **-(*)> sweeping across a fixed pasi-bend. Ths minivua-
analysis-tlae solution exhibits critical sweep rates at f for all
values of f^Ct). On the other hand, the ee^ual-sanple-analysis solution
has only one critical sweep rats: this occurs for the derived cc
fL (t) associated with the lowest recorded frequency ccavonent, f
All other values of f^t) will oversatisfy the characteristic tins
requlrenemt* of the selective network.
Ths tecitation Function* e(t)
The excitation function of the selective network, e(t), has
described previously as
s(t) > E eoi 9 - E coi (d8/dt)t • I ©os L2sf^(t)]t • 2 cos (^(tjlt <")
From sanation (2)
Table B.l relates the essential characteristics of e(t) resulting
frca the three different multiplier relatiotiships . In order to complete
the usefulness of this table, the values of the angular frequency sweep
<xa ^W^
rate
-3^ sad the ratio » < ?± " are provided. Since we are only inter-
* bn
asted in the critical rate for the linear multiplier, its tabulated
characteristics pertain only to (t) ,_ « f . note that, whereverjj 2-.- O
possible, reference is made in the table to equations derived in ths
text.
It will be shown that it is useful to express a by a Meclaurin*s
Series for the short time interval about t » 0. Three such series are
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cos a eos si& a sin p
1 1
I cos (a-0) g cos (a fi)
§ sia (a p)+ 5 sin (a * 0)







Theoretical Evaluation of the System
Reference has been made to a requirement that the output of the
»4lective systea remain vlthln certain tolarahla anplltude and freeuency
dietortioa. from Table B.l the critical sweep rate for three possible
relationehipe for Jf(t) can be expressed aa
critical
or
CttJ " •«*«• "^~
K - 74g - ,-jg <*>
critical n. s critical
It sill he shown that the amount of distortion present is a function of
the value of X. Xa order to evaluate thle distortion, it ia neceaaary
to determine the aystea reaponaeto aa excitation function. This can
be accomplished by application of the superposition theorem7 ' 9 which
deacrlbea the reapoaae of a linear eystem to an arbitrary excitation
function in tenaa of the response of the ayaten to a unit impulse.
This theorem takes the form of the real convolution integral
t
4X\- Uf)h(t.
r(t) the response of the system.
e(t) » the excitation function of the system.
h(t) the unit Impulse reaponse of the linear system.
The analytic treatment of thia integral can turn out to be extremely
difficult or practically Impossible, However, a graphical treatment
asm be applied in such cases . Gardner ana Barnes7 describe the basis
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MMfll
•procedure* involved. Such an evaluation la vary useful, but it la alao
wry tinm oassuming.
The following analysis la baaed upon a system which obeys a linear,
second order differential aquation. To assist In the analytic treatment
of Equation Zj, the specific I£R circuit of Figure B.3 has bean selected.
glnUar results vould be obtained by the use of say linear second order
system. The impulse rear.one sen be determined from Equation 26 la
Figure B.o by use of taalsce Transform 1.303 from Gardner sad Barnes.7
hit) — S£ (27)
or, alteraatiirely
si a" ****
h(t) m g°- aln (o^t - #) (27a)
* * M -» —«
**
" ^1 - **«•
In order to evaluate convolution equation 25, it is necessary to
describe the excitation function. Male B.2 Indicates that for the two
non-linear multiplier functions, the first three terms in a Maclaurln'a
Series of e are Identical to a linear frequency sweep. Furthermore, it
has been sliown that these functions exhibit very little deviation from
a linear frequency sweep. (A high-Q selective network exists.) Therefore,
the excitation functions can be l epA'esaated as
e(t) * s cos (e (a^t -^ ^*) (aB)
•%*mtom*
Figure B.3
























Sin (a) 1 for unit Impulse

Substitute e(t) am h(t) Into Equation 25*
t
r(t) -^ I cos ( ^ o^T - --^£ T ») e^^^ein [«^*(t.r) - tldT (29)
For derivation purposes it is not necessary to terminate the series
expansion in to a t* term as is done in Equation 38. Eok10 presents
a general procedure for solving any transient frequency-nodulated signal
that can be represented by an excitation vector of the form
e - E exp ( J /» t f(t)\ 3
However, tills method requires extensive use of the Fresnel integral, which
has not been tabulated to any appreciable extent for complex variables.
On the other hand, once Equation 28 is limited to the indicated series
expansion, we are confining ourselves to the study of a linear-frequency-
sweep excitation. The basic evaluation problem posed by this type of
excitation for a simple selective network is not a new one. We attempted
several, seemingly-original approaches to the breakdown of Equation 29.
However, closer examination of our solutions indicated otherwise. Each
approach was merely a variation of one or more procedures contained in
*
recent literature. One of these solutions is presented be! - v in order
to provide a better understanding of the basic phenomena involved. This
approach represents a modification of Barber and Uracil's* competent
study of a mechanical analogy to our system, which is a variable-speed
optical analyser employing a resonant vibration galvanometer. These
authors provide two methods for evaluating Equation 29. The first is
exhaustive and determines an upper limit to the errors involved. Although
papers are reviewed in Chapter I.
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the second method 1* wore superficial , It mpti a physical picture of
the rssponss . For this reason the following analysis parallels the latter
approacn to the problem.
For our wave analyzer Q is very large. For this esse
"90*
kt - 1
therefore, from TrtfWaamstric Identity 1
^ ,-<*o*it
A » *l
lext, the excitation e(t), whose frequency Is slowly changing,
be regarded as the sum of two components of oonstant frequency, £~, whose
amplitudes are slovly changing. From Trljttaometrlc Identity 2, equation
80 earn be represented as
e(t) « A eos { e oit) cos (^ ) A sin < £ art) sin (~p )
The effects of these two components will be eonelAsred by separate sub-
stitution Into Convolution Equation 2".-,
ri(t) . ^f e'^^eoe 4^4 em (e ol) eos a)(t .r )dr
Identity 3 allows this to be expressed as
**(*) - 1*gf s"**
1^ ;^oos {~-)[cm (^ + tat) cos ( ^ + aaT- <ut)d-r (30
Only the second tern within the brackets of Equation 30 varies rapidly with
XT we write for this tern its nana value of zero,







ri{t) . g co. ( * art) e" /V*^ co. (SJpV' (31)
s*




^J e^*^ eln (2|£) sin ( S * *»J cos ^t^dr*
By Identity fc
r«(t) . jj£ J o^^^sin (2|i)isin (* «*) sin (<= 4 ao^. a*)3dT (32)
Using the sans exgunent as in Equation 31 above,
r,(t) - $ .in « * «t) e-4***/ V*»T.i» <2f£) d^ (33)
or
r*(t) « ^ sin ( £ wft) Yx (33a)
where Xx and Yx are factors which can be considered as amplitudes which vary
slowly with time.
lbs above expressions can be cce&ined to yield
r(t) » rx(t) r^t)




If we change variables so that
U m t • '
;: ilc










n i m n
^r
I <xo (t - u)*du (3*b)
Equation 3k relates the resonant frequency sad the lnstaatansous
frequency of filiation. It is also ae«trenlent to study the excitation
XX m -, {X cos | ca*» Y «ln | oW*3
Yj » - X sin | east* Y cos | ow** (35)
If these relationships dps substituted into Equation 34 ve see from Identities
£ sad 5 that
r(t) » ^{T sin ( £ a* - *j^) - X cos ( ^ » a* - Sjjff)]
- ^ (Y sin e (t) - X cos 9 (t) J (36)
•ij s "* SOS (ewtu • I cow11) du
Y I f c ** eia (cojtu - I ea«»)4* (36a)
ma of two oscillations whose frequencies vary like the excitation frequency
sad whose enplltude* vary slowly with time. Zh equation 34 we see that
sr ht [***'* ft]
Is a nsasuro of the differeace between the resonant frequency and the
instantaneous frequency of oscillation. On the other hand, Equation 36
illustrates that the difference between the exaltation frequency and the
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Expression* 3^ sad 36 Are equivalent. Both lead to the setae value for the
anplitude of the response, R.
i/a v I
R - [X* Y*] « lXxa Yx*)
with the aid of the Admiralty Computing Service, Barber and Ursell have
plotted envelopes of this transient resonance.*>3 Their results, with ap-
propriate changes in notation, are presented in Chapter II-A.
jMMfl Lilt.* .-.',. . •. . . / --. j t. ' ;.w ;; ; • , :\, h . . ~. , : ft .-, m| .
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It has, for some tias, bttn recognised that spectrum analyses made
by currently available types of wave analyser apply to wave energy vhloh
is varying in character during the analysis. In other words, the energy
reported at one frequency la not associated with the same sample of the
phcmwiana analysed aa the energlea reported for other frequencies. It
It the purpose of this nsmeiraiwnmi to ssaaliw briefly the nature and naiad*
tudo of the errors likely to appear In sound analyses aade by instruments
of this type.
She osoillogrnph forming part of Figure C.l shows, aa a function of
tine, the output of a "band-pass filter when responding to the underwater
sounds due to the propeller of a passing ship. The output of this filter
Is restricted to eoioponents the frequencies of which lie In the half
octave between 212 and 300 cycle/sec, Jin examination of the outputs of
filters passing sands on either aide of this indicates that during those
tin* intervals for which a large response is reported the energy spectruo
for this band nay be virtually continuous and that the energy distribu-
tion nay be nearly uniform. There la, of course, no assurance of this;
a trace having this general appearance -would result free a consonant
having a nominal frequency of 250 cycle/sec, but nodulated as Indicated
by the envelope of the trace.
For the freo^aamcy range here under consideration it is cniatoaary
to use aa analyser having a fixed band vidth of &f * 5 aycles/sec . If
this system is to respond properly to any change in energy level it la
The discussion which follows is due to Doctor J. W. Horton of the U.S.
Savy Underwater Sound Laboratory. Fort Trumbull, lew London, Connecticut,
(Reference 11.)
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that each nomjionent remain within the pass band for at laaat
At • 1/5 see i Snle fixes the rata at which the spectrum may be iranned
at Af/At » 25 cycle/see*. Hoe let us assume that the time interval during
which the system la responsive to a component having a frequency of 212
cycle/sec is the l/^ »•* between the times t
fc
and t. marked on the
oscillogram. Jhe tine Interval during which it would be reaponaive to
a r raqionont baring a frequency of 222 cycle/sec would than be the 1/5 see
between t and t.. If It la indeed a fact that the increnae In total
ahowa by the oeeillograph to occur between t and t. raaulta from
an lncreaao In the energies of all components within the half octavo
being analysed the yaprmn of the selective system will show an increase
during this Interval . Ibis increase will be reported as being associated
with a frequency of 212 cycle/eec but not with any particular time. If.
during this sane interval., the system ham bean reaponaive to any other
frequency within the half octave band it would have ahowa a similar
Increase in response, During the time interval between t and t. the
selective system will, under the conditions represented by the diagram,
show a reduced response, this will be reported aa associated with a
frequency of 222 cycle/see. Thie system would, however, have shown a
low response for this time interval if its selective system had been re-
sponsive to components at any other portion of the frequency spectrum.
In a similar manner the time interval during which the system is re-
sponsive to a component having a frequency of 232 cycle/sec ie the 1/5
see bstween t and tf . If, again, the Increased filter output occurring
here represents an increase In the amount of energy associated with all
components the analyser will, once more, show an Increased response.
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How, bowerer, this will be associated with a frequency of 232 cycle/sec.
As the analysis continues, there will be a similar increase in the re*
spouse) these will be associated with frequencies of 252, 272, and 892
cycles/sea
.
The coraplete analysis, in other words, appears to show that the
energy present in the output of the filter is concentrated in five com-
ponents, spaced by 20 cycle/sec intervals. This may be very far from
the truth. la any statement purporting to specify the manner in which
energy varies with frequency it is expected that the data associated with
one spectrum interval apply to the sane sample of the phenomena as do the
data associated with other spectrum intervals. In the case here under
consideration this would be equivalent to a statement specifying the
results of simultaneous observations of the outputs of a series ot
selective systems, the J cycle/sec bends of which cover the entire half
octave passed by the original filter, If such observations, or their
equivalent, were to be made it might well be found that more energy was
associated with a frequency for which the analyzer reported no energy
than for a frequency which, by pure chance, happened to be scanned at
a time when all components were passing through energy maxima.
In the original oscillogram we have information relative to the
time variation la the rate of flow of the total energy for all compon-
ents within the half octave band. With respect to the energy within
successive narrow intervals of the spectrum, however, it is impossible
to determine from the data presented by the analyzer to what extent
observed changes In energy magnitude are due to changes in frequency
or to what extent they are due to changes in time.
In the case postulated above the rate at which pulses of acousti-
cal energy occur may be computed directly from the information obtained
X&® SL-.."': '"' '-v.;' .-' .. - ...
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by the sound analyser, Knowing that tha frequency epsetruH is tcvmed at
a rata of 2$ cycles/sec* and observing that response naxine occur every
20 cycle/tec, it id evident that there it a war!man every 0.8 sec. There
are, in othar words, 75 ?ulsea/«in. This it in agreement vith a ccunt
sjade against tha tiaa toala of the oscilleigrau.
It it interesting to emits tha amnnar in which tha situation &a-
ecribed abova ia affactad by a change la tha reeclving power of tha
analyser. Suppose, for exaaple, that tha band width of tha selective
system it inoraatad to Af « 10 cycle/sec* tha tine required for this
systero to respond to any change in energy' level ia than At • l/lO see
and tha spectrum nay be tenant* at a rata of Af/At • 100 cycle/sec*.
Let ut assume, as before, that the time interval betveen two successive
energy smxima in tha filter output is 0.8 sac. At tha increased scanning
rate tha spectrum interval scanned daring this tiaa interval will be
80 cycle/sac. If, therefore, the system it responsive to a frequency
of 212 cycle/sec during the tiaa interval coinciding vith one energy
waxlwum, it will be responsive to 292 cycle/sec during tha tiaa interval
coinciding with the next succeeding ataritw, The analyser will now
report that the energy output of the filter Is concentrated in two com*
patents, separated by an 30 cycle/sac speetrun interval. Frcei this
it It evident that whan tha spacing of retpontt asrnltfum is due to a
tiaa variation of energy rather than to its frequency distribution, and
when the scanning rate it amistained at tha wtxfnwi value at which tha
selective system can properly respond to changes la energy level, the
length of the tpectrum interval reported between response maximum will




















The theoretical length of neeiple required for proper analysis cen he
evaluated froei relationships formulated In Appendix B.
theoretical nlaiwum length of sanpl*, L^> la determined by uae
aU. (aeconda) - ^2 (37)
of Equation 16.
where
S • the multiplier speed at tlae t equals 0.
o
At . the tte MMHl dwtng whieh co^pomnt ffc MM
remain within the peee-band for proper analysis.
S m the constant recording speed.
From Equations k and 3 we Jwow that
ao




»l» <—" " ?^ C# (38)
f„ - «• «J» «*K>ff fluency of * III «t*a*.
f » the recorded frequency component being analyzed at
time t equals zero.
rT~r7
Af « the band-width of the selective system.
f
u
• a measure of the percentage resolution.
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Note that the theoretical minima length of sample can also be expressed ae
WeyolM) "ST <*•>
Asanas that a one percent resolution le desired. For el- 1000
cycles pw second analysis -band, 100 x K seconds of sample tape Is required.
However, a 100 - 100,000 cycles per second analysis-band requires only 1 x K
seconds length of tape.
An Alternative Approach
The direct approach presented below is based on a procedure suggested by
Doctor J. V. Horton. The analysis is Included since it tends to tie-together
the quantities At and I» ..
The logarithmic decrement of a resonant system is defined as
6 « la r*
h
where «~ is the ratio of the amplitude of any two successive cycles:
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Here j- la the ratio of the amplitude at the beginning of an interval
y • T seconds duration to the amplitude at the end of this interval,
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Considering the build-up of current la a resonant system, the current would
reach 95 ,f$ of Its final amplitude during this Interval.
The number of cycles required for this change Is given by
In £ • 5^ • *
n - Q
Thlsiwws that the time requirement of Equation ** is equivalent to saying
that the sample must contain Q cycles. Sanation 38a Is equivalent pro-
viding X equals 1.
Che butt-weld Joint influences the sample length as determined In
Bqumtion 38. Beranek4 points out that the butt-weld is usually of in-
sufficient length to effect the analysis providing playback time for
the loop is greater than a second or two. We have seen that a certain
*
Sals is Sanation k of Appendix B.
at
An Interesting correspondence exists uveaon this result which indicates
~»> '
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cinimum number of cycles crust "be considered In order to achieve a proper
analysis. The relative location of the Joint and the reproduce head for
a given analysed component can prevent achievement of the required At.
This butt-weld limitation results from a 160 degree phase shift intro-
duced at the Joint. Let us arbitrarily increase the sample length by
a factor of two> this eliminates the 180 degree phase shift problem.
Therefore, let






A partial method of circumventing errors of this nature is for the analyser
operator to separately investigate two different sample loops. These
samples should be prepared vith a 90 degrees phase shift relative to the
location of the butt veld. If for a particular frequency, one loop pre-
sents a broad-band indication and the other loop exhibits a peak indica-





This sapsari1t gives la more detail a description of the experimental
equljtteat. See* af the more pertinent factors la experimental procedure
are described. The last part of the appendix discusses other equipment
which will accoapllsh the same functions as the equipment actually used.
Disc sad Reproduce Bead Assembly
The heart of the problem and of the unique feature of derivation of
analyzer frequency by multiplication is embodied In this assembly. Figure
S.l is a general view of this assembly, showing also the DC driving motor
assembly and tachometer. Figure 5.2 shows details of the reproduce head
mounting. The disc used to transport the tape was 9.00 Inches in diameter
and was fabricated from brass. The disc bad a minimum run-out or eccentri-
city of .0017 inches as measured by a dial indicator. The minimum used In
this connection refers to the fact that various amounts of run-out wars
possible by varying the relative angular position of the disc and the
shaft which turned the disc, naturally the minimum run-out was used.
Three pulleys on the disc shaft and three corresponding pulleys on the
driving shaft permitted speed changes of 10d, 1:1, and 0.5:1 between the
driving shaft and the disc.
Bo little trouble was encountered la attaching the tape to the disc
and in setting the face of the reproduce head at the closest possible
distance from the magnetic tape. The trouble in connection with attach-
ing the tape stems from the fact that the glue under the tape caused an
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The basic disc and reproduce head assembly were provided by the Recording













uneven surface of the top*. A number of various glues vere used Including
am—1 Itmwrtielil stationary glue, Duc° IvnavJhnl 1 cement, leather glue thinned
with laquer thinner, and rubber cement. The last glue vas by far the beet
for this use, but area than an uneven surface vas obtained. As Measured
by a dial Indicator., irregularities of the order 0.0002 - 0.0COU vere ob-
tained. In addition, care had to be taken last an imperfect bound result
In blister like separations of the tape and the disc. These blisters vould
not show up on the dial indicator but vould nevertheless be present, par-
ticularly when the disc revolved. The rubber eenent vas thinned slightly
with lacquer thinner in order to obtain a more unifora spreading of the
glue | but in such instances the blisters becsna excessive, A rather uniform
thickness of the eenent vas obtained by revolving the disc while holding
a brush vat vith glue up against the periphery of the disc. By carefully
working the tape from the canters towards the ends, squeezing out the
excess glue, and by insuring that there vas good adhesion over the entire
circumference of the disc, an acceptable bound of the tape to the disc
was obtained in the light of the amount of inherent run-out of the disc.
The butt Joint vas placed at the low point of the disc,
Several attenpts vara nade to position the reproduce heads so that
it vould just touch the tape at the high point of the disc. However,
addition it van feared that this reparative solid contact (the tape actio/:.
as a poor cushion between the head and disc) night pernanently magnetise
the reproduce head. Thus a deliberate gap vas introduced between the
tape on the disc and the reproduce head. This gap vas leas than 0.0005
•a^wpan^^^p ^hop Awsn«fc%psjes^^^va> *'%T ^a* • ^P^s*db^Pw ^kne^mw^F *
The reproduce head used vas a Brush Magnetic Recording Conpany
BX - 919A with the following characteristics;
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and 7*5 inches/sec 0.0C4 volts with red ox
TU* effect of the eccentricity of the disc le show* in an oscilloscope
ifrotearWfh in Figure 8.3. This picture It of the output of the tuned cir-
cuit for a frequency of 1930 cycle© per eeeood. The recorded frequency
was 500 cycles per second. It can be seen that the variations In air gap
batman, the reproduce head and the tape cause a variation of about 50£ in
thle caae. A core iggportaat consideratior is that the variation between
the high sat lev points on the disc will in itself vary with the frecueney
cf the recorded cegponeut which is being analysed. The effect of a higher
resolution for the system ( a higher Q) can be also seen frota these photo-
graphs. The higher Q filter accentuates the transient nature of this
variation. This figure and Figure B.fc show the effect of the butt Joint
on the response of the filter. The butt .Joint in this case was about
0.008 inch, Zn several cases a butt joint was obtained which resulted
in an elnost iaperceptible transient, and when the butt Joint was being
used to nark the revolutions of the disc, it was necessary to enlarge the
width of the butt Joint in one instance. The effect of the irregular
surface of the tape can be seen fror Figure E.5 which is an oscillograph
of the recorded signal «S amplified. The recorded frequency was W cycles/
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.and the disc was being run at a speed which made this frequency
look like 1950 cycles/second. The amplifier nolee level and a 60 cycle/
second reference are also shown. In this case the butt Joint did not ahov
up but the effect of two blisters did. These two transients were shown not
to be related to the butt Joint by noting In which pert of the disc revolu-
tion these two transients occured and then noting when the butt Joint cane
up to the reproduce head. Two blisters were seen to coincide with the
position of these transients. The tape used for this photograph was
several days old and sobs of the rubber cement had dried without holding
the tape to the disc. In many cases no blisters were present.
It was thought that the effect of the variation due to the eccentricity
of the disc and the effect of irregularities of the tape surface might
be lessened by setting the reproduce the head back from the tape. Thus
the ratio of the air gap nwuimm to air gap minimum would be decreased.
Figure E.6 shows the effect of increasing the air gap. Transients due to
blisters have been accentuated rather than decreased. At a air gap of
0.017 Inches the variation of the eccentricity of the disc has not been
effectively smoothed. At a larger air gap setting the noise of system
has overcome the signal, and it does not appear that the variation of the
signal due to the eccentricity of the disc has been smoothed a great deal.
In these three photographs of Figure £.6 the magnitude of the signal can
not be compared since the gain of the amplifier and oscilloscope has
been adjusted to give en indication which could be photographed. Actually
the attenuation associated with a large air gap would require more gain
and would result in a smaller signal to noise ratio.
Ward-Leonard System
The description and analysis of the Ward-Leonard system for speed
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control are adequately covered In the literature. 3S38 Figure S. 1 shows
the arrangement by which the motor of the Ward-Leonard system drove the
disc assembly. The ; tor used vac an Oster, type E75, 115 volts, 3650
RPM, l/ao horsepower, shunt wound. Tie generator of the system was the
same. The amplifier used with the system is shown in schematic form in
Figure £.7 and E.8.
It was originally planned to drive this system as a servomechanism
with the error signal being derived by comparing the control signal to
the spaed of the motor as measured by a tachometer. Figure £.1 also
shows a tachometer mounted with the motor. Several D.C. tachometers
were used, but all operated Improperly) particularly disadvantageous
was their fluctuation in terminal voltage at low speeds. It was decided
to run the Ward-Leonard system open loop using the speed control character-
istics of the DC motor. Because of the small variation in load troque
(except at low speeds when the coulomb friction contributes to a large
percentage of the load torque) this plan was thought to be feasible.
The transfer function between the controlling voltage at the servo ampli-
fier input and the speed of the disc as measured by a speed counter is
given in Figure E.9. The relationship between the controlling voltage
and the output of the power amplifier (the generator field current) is
also shown in Figure 1.9. This figure indicates that a linear relation*
ship holds for about a speed variation of four times (from 15 RPM to 60
RPM), For a complete analyzer such a limitation would not be desirable,
but for this investigation we proceeded with this limited range of
variation. As it happened this limited range was not a controlling
factor in the investigation. When we compared several trial runs with
thesystem, It was discovered that different results were being obtained










































results. Figure E.U shews the results of three different runs for a
recorded frequency of 300 cycles per second, Q of 22. It vas thought
that the differences between the three Indications were due to fluctua-
tions In the speed of the disc as it vas slowed down by the controlling
voltage. Therefore a test was made with a constant controlling voltage.
Figure E.10 shews the result) of this test. Ideally a constant controlling
voltage would result in a constant disc speed and a consequent steady
output voltage. With the variation of the signal due to the eccentri-
city of the disc the output indication would necessarily be periodic.
The results of this variation can easily be seen in Figure £.10. However,
in addition to this periodic variation there is an erratic variation of the
output which can only be explained as the erratic variation in input fre-
quency to the tuned circuit, that this variation was due to the signal
coning frcta the magnetic tape was shown by obtaining a stead response
from the selective system and detector using a steady signal from an
audio oscillator.
In order to obtain a smoother variation of the disc speed it was
decided to disconnect the disc from the driving motor and having sped
the disc up to speed, (using a cord) to let the disc alow down freely.
Due to the large moment of inertia of the disc, the disc should act as
a filter for small variations in torque such as that from the bearings
on the disc shaft. A smoother variation was obtained as is indicated
by the pulses of Figure 3.9. We no longer had control of the speed of
the disc (a variable damping arrangement could control the free running
speed somewhat), but control of the parameter K was possible by changing
the Q of the tuned circuit. The speed-time relationship for the free
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running disc w determined by using the butt Joint transient as * marker.
Figure 3.9 also shore, in the middle recording, the marker recording at
the top. The "batten trace shows one second Marker pulses which were
generated' by the recorder (A Sanborn Cardette) These one second intervals
were checked by counting the number over a measured period of tins. The
actual apeed-tine relationship was found by aeaeuring the intervals between
butt Joint transients using a pair of dividers, and then calculating the
speed of the disc knowing the circuuference and the calibrated tine scale
of the recording. This was done for a numlirr of points and a smooth curve
was drawn through the points. The speed tls* relationships as determined
In this manner are shown on Figures S.U, 3.$, and 3.9. The curve of
figure 1.11 were due to an cxpoacnt.livl control voltage but were obtained
using the procedure described above.
Selective flistan and Detector
A schematic of the selective System and detector is shown in Figure
B.12. A parallel resonant LRC circuit with Q multiplication was used as
the selective system. The Q of the resonant circuit is affectively crultl-
plied by positive feed beck from the vacuum tube which in effect cancels
part of the resistance associated with the tank circuit. This circuit
has good stability desired for a measurement circuit. The output of the
Q multiplier is taken across the cathode resistor. A cathode follower
isolation stags followed the Q multiplier. This stags was used to isolate
the Q multiplier from the detector since may variations across the cathode
resistor of the Q multiplier are reflected back to the tank circuit. The
detector was a linear detector the design of which is covered in moat
elementary electronics textbooks. The decay time constant of this detector
determined by trial and error since the shape of the modulated signal
m m
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vm not known with any exactitude. This tins constant «u itt to show an/
fluctuations in the envelope of the curve due to the transient response of
the filter.
Ami detector for the buti Joint Makers we* of siniiar design.
The input of thid detector was token off the anplified reproduced signal
since it was desired to nark the recording for the entire eanpie length
and not just for those tine Intervale -when a reproduced frequency vae equal
to the frequency of the tuned circuit.
Anplifier
The anplifier used was a General Radio type ?lUA voltage amplifier.
She gain is adjustable between 20 to 80 decibels. The noise level of the
anplifier in coarotriaon to the anpliflad reproduced signal can be seen la
Figure S.5. (It oust be rawanfrsrnri. that this signal is attenuated due tc
the air gap between the heed and the tape in the order of 33 decibels fro*
the 0.00k volts maxinua possible. This anplifier has a flat frequency
response between ao-lS,OOC cycles. The anplifier was very susceptible to
vibrations when operated near its Waal— voltage gain (A horn honking
outside would produce a large output) The anplifier was renoved from the
table holding the drun assenbly and the top was renoved from the anplifier.
The top was acting like a baffle and was being cepacitively coupled to the
grids of the tubes which were only a half inch or so belov the top. (ho
more trouble was had with horns) The vibrations of the table earring the
Ward-Leonard generator and associated aotor was excessive even in that
they caused the reproduce head to vibrate noticably. This assenbly was
noved to another table and both assemblies were put on rubber sheets which
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A QtM,nl Badio frequency meter, type llfcl-A, vw und as * nittr fre-
quency standard, this meter le of the null detector type end requires uee
of heed phones to determine the null. 13m manufacturer claim that the Better
le accurate within l£. eo check vat made of thle frequency aeter. within
the range of intersex, 300 cycles to 5000 cycles, the null point could be
detected to the accuracy of en laperoeptlhle movement of the dial. However,
the accuracy of the aseeurenent vae Halted by the accuracy with which the
dial could he read. Up to 500 cycles this accuracy was estimated to be
about 1 cycle.
A General Radio direct reeding frequency meter, type 83^-B, was used
for rapid meeeurinsets la order to center In on the measurement by the null
type aeter.
The Q of the tuned circuit was meeex red by using an audio oscillator,
an oscilloscope, and the frequency aeter. The bandwidth of the system was
simply ae the frequency difference between the half-power points. 8b
curve was taken for the tuned circuit but it was noted that the
curre wee uneymme trlcal about the maximum point.
Possible Equipment
(a) Disc and reproduce heed. Shis assembly is plagued by the trouble
experienced by most workers with drums of this sort - the error Introduced
by the necessity of having a varying air gap due to the eccentricity of the
drum. At the seme time the irregularities of the surface would cause trouble
even If there were no eccentricity. Share is the possibility of using a leaf
of tape which would be carried across the reproduce head similar to a con-
venticaul tape recorder, the fast rewind speeds of tape recorders show
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than ooxvml 7.5 inch per second speed. However, there is probably
limit to the range of speeds available from this method due to breaking
of the tape. Other possibilities exist such as sons mechanism which would
keep the head in intimate contact with the tape on the disc or drum by
means of sparing loading. With the widespread use of magnetic drums and
the fact that this problem is cconon to almost all users of such drums,
we hesitate to make any consents other than that this field should be
investigated for some simple, practical and workable solution which has
already proved itself.
(b) Driving assembly. This invftlgation showed that there is a real
need for an accurate speed controlling mechanism. At first one would
immediately think of a feedback system) however the application in this
case is one which does not require the advantage of the feedback servo*
Wlisntm in maintaining speed control with widely varying torques . In
this application it is important that the instantaneous speed of the disc
not vary within limits, and these limits are set by the resolution of tht
system. Any feedback system would require that the error signal correct
the wpe^A before the recorded frequency being analyzed at that instant pass
out of the pass band of the filter. Further investigation would be
necessary to determine whether this feedback system would prove satis*
factory. The possibility of the freely running drum as was used in this
investigation shows promise in that the speed of the drum varies smoothly
and that additional damping could be introduced to control the rate of
slowing down. However, such a proposal would require a marker system
coupled vith some additional means of providing a direct reading indica-
tion of the analyzed frequency. The method as used here to determine
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(c) Function generator, A function generator which works off a
function masked on the face of an oscilloscope was obtained but was not
used. This function generator is in vide use today and has proved itself*
For this investigation vhlch vas United to exponential and free running
variation of speed, the generator vas not needed. For exponential or
linearly varying voltages a simple RC decay or sweep circuit generator
are recosnendsd. The use of cans is possible, and thtsecene were investi-
gated. However, precision cans followed by a translatory potentiometer
would cost as much as a functionally wound potentiometer. For the function
necessary for the equal sample analysis a function wound potentiometer and
constant spaed drive is recommended,
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